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 his review surveys the development of plzotoernisive materials used in practical 
devices. The phencmenon of photoemission and the criteria for obtaining gocdphoto- 
,mission from materials are discussed. The available photoemissive materials and 
the preparation techniques are described. Alternative phenomena employed for. 
fnhancing the pholoenzission eficiencie?, like interference, high field, and grating 
tuning are outlined. Finally the present status of work and future trend9 are indi- 
cated. 
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Photoemissiol~., like photoconduction and photovoltaic effect, is a 
powerful tool for photodetection. In this paper we shall review the develop- 
ments of various photoemissive materials leading to improved cfficiency 
anc! detection limit' as are available today. The phenomenon of external 
photoelectric effect was discovered in the year 1887 when Hertz1 had 
observed that a spark can be produced between two electrodes at  a 1on.gcr 
distance when the negative electrode was exposed to ultraviolet radiation. 
After the discovery of the electron i t  was realised that the incident light of 
proper frequency gives rise to the emission of electrol~s from the surface 
of materials. The phenomenon was explained by Einstein2 by his famous 
photoelectric equation 

the k s t  quarter of the 20th centuly, though the potential of this 
phenomenon from application point of view was realised to some extent, 
the application was rather limited because of the absence of materials with 
good phoioeleciuoi~ emission e&ency. The quantum efficiencies of most 



of the photoenlissivc materials known tt-en were of the order of 10-1 elec. 
trolls per incident photon. Thercfo1c, even though photoemitters wR, 
being used for some applications likc switches and relays, the interest in t6e 
phenoinenon was mostly acadenric in nature. 

Th.e discovery of the photocrnissive rompound Ag-0-Cs in 19303,4 
changed t.hc situation I-adically. This material had a quantum efficiency 
of 10-2 electrons per iacidcnt photon. This was about two orders of 
magnitude higher than any ooE th.e materials then available. With the discovery 
of this matciM (photocathode) many diKem1t types of applications, lke 
those in image converters, television camci-a tubes and low light level measure- 
ment melers, came into existence. 

The discovery of Ag-0-Cs photocathode indicated the possibility of 
development of other photoemitting compounds and hence more intensi- 
fied effort .was put to.wards that cnd. This has resulted in the development 
of a large number of materia.1~ with varying degree of usefulness. we 
shall discuss the photoelectric properties of those materials within the 
scope of this review. Table I shows the milestones in the development 
of pl~otoemissive materials. 

Year of Maximum quantum 
Photocathode discovery efficiency 

electron/photon 
- -- 

Ag-0-CS 
Cs,Sb 
Bi Ag-0-Cs 
Na, K Sb ('2s) 
NEA : Ga Aa 
NEA : Si 

' T!le Einstein equaiion pi,ovided an appropriate explanation 'for the i 
phenomenon which the classical elecii.omag~~etic theory had failed to achieve. 
This .was due 10 the simplistic assumption thni every matei.ia1 had a cham- I terislic th.~es!?.dd Clleigy of photoemissiol~. In the case of metals, Uis 
threshold ellera was found to bc equal to  the work function of the mated; 

' 
f 
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was the differelw beween the vacuum level m d  the Permi eaergy. 
s e m i c o n d ~ ~ ~ t ~ r ~ ,  this WLis found to  be the d.ifferwc'e between. the va,cuum 

level at the surfase and the top of tb.e valence band ir. the bulk. The Einstein's 
quation., however, did tl-ot provide my better il1sigb.t into the problem tE.m 
ckarly stating the phen-omenol'. Ma.1l.y questiocs (from material prep-  
ration point of view) like, why should a specific materiel ha,ve e h.igher quan- 
turn c E a c y  than the other and what should bc thc criteria for a material 
to be prepared for obtail~ing a particula type of rcspotlse, etc., still remained 
unanswered. The aaswers, however, eventually came from a closer exami- 
nation of the phenoineno11. 

The phenomel~orr of photoemissiol. is conceived as a three step process 
(Fig I). 

e Vacuum 

- - -- - 

Fra. 1 .  Generation and escape of photoelectron from the solid 

These are : 

(1) Absorption of photons and the gem.eration of photoelectsons. 

(2) Diffusion of tbe electrors from the point of generatiotl to the 
surface. 

(3) Escape from thc surface. 

Let us cxamine these three processes one by om. 

1. When a beam of light is incident on a sold, its intensity I at a depih 
dfrom the surface is governed by the exponential law 

J = ( I ,  - R)exp(-Kd) (2) 



where I, is Ihe incident intensity, R is the reflected component and K, 
the absorptioa coefecient of the material. For obtaining good photo. 
emission from a solid it is necessary that the material should absorb as large 
a paction of photons as possible within a depth from the surface from which 
the electrons generated can be emitted. This demands that the absorption 
coefficient K should be as large as possible. In fact it has been observed 
that the good photoemitters have an absorption coefficient as high 10' 
cm-1 in the wavelength range where they have good quan-turn eficiency.s,s 
This requirement of a large absorption coefficient indicates that the materials 
in which the optical transitions are predominantly of the indirect type, can. 
not be good photoemitters. This implies that the band structure of amaterial 
which determines the probability of optical tralsitions from the filled bm,js 
to the empty ones has a strong influence on photoemission. p he band 
structure should be such that there should be good probability of vertical 
(k-conserving) transitions. Of course, noa-direct transitions without involv. 
ing phonolls have been observed in certain photoemissive materials ]jke 

Cs,Sb and Cs,Bi.l0 In either cese a high probability of optic41 transi- 
tions is a necessary condition to good photoemission. 

2. The diffusion of the electrons from the point of generetion to ~e 
surface with appropriate energy would be dependent on the number md 
the typc of scattering events the electrons suffer on their path. The scatter. 
ing may take place with lattice atoms, thc defect sites, and with the free 
and bound elcctrons. The concentration of the free electrons is very high 
in metals which gives rise to a very small mean free path for scatteringof 
the photogenerated electrons. As a result, very few of the electrons can 
reach the surface, with enough energy to surmount the potential barrier 
and therefole metals as a class are not likely to be good photoemitters. 

In semiconductors and insulators also, the materials which offer too 
many scatte~ing centres for free electrons are not likely to be good photo- 
emitters. Therefore, good photoemission has not been observed in amor- 
phous solids. It is believed that the materials which exhibit good photo- 
emission in the polycrystalline form, e.g., alkali antimonides, etc., could 
emit more photoelectrons if they were available ~ I I  single crystalline form. 
One reason for obtaining very high photoemission from single c~ystalline 
films of gallium arsenide and silicon is the large scattering length of the 
electrons and consequently the large depth from which photoelectrons Can 
escape (escape depth). 

Two types of scattering are important for the photogenerated ehWs 
in p l y -  or single crystalline semiconductors or insulators, One is the la* 
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,catbring and, the other, electron-electron scattering with valence band 
electrons In lattice scattering the mean free path depends relatively little 

the energy of the primary electlous and the energy loss per evept is small 
(typically 0.01 ev). The mean free Pa.th for this is typically more than 
10 nm. 

In electron-electson scatteril2.g (pair production), on the other hand, 
the mean free path. of the primary electror is very s~nall a ~ . d  depends on 
the energy of the primaly ekct~ons.  The loss of energy per collision is 
also very large, the minimum being equivalent to one bmd gap of the 
material. Therefore the electrons suffering this type of scattering lose 
energy very rapidly. The mean free path also being smaller (a few nm) the 
&trons rapidly lose energy t o  a point where its probability of emission 
becomes negligible. This scztterjng has a threshold value, the minimum 
of which is equivalent to twice the band gsp from the top of the valence 
band. In a good photoemitter the electron-electron scattering should not 
affect the emission. of photoelectrons. This condition imposes certain 
constraints regarding the band gap and electron affinity of the materials 
which could be good photoemitters. 

Let us suppose that there arde three classes of materiels as indicated in 
Fig 2. In (a) the threshold of pair production, E,,, is less than the 
electron affinity. In this case all electrom which can escape car\ undergo 
electron-electron scattering by which their* enelgy may be reduced below 
vacuum level. This type of material is likely to be a very poor photoemitter. 
In type (b) FE,,, it- higher than electron affinity but not very much more. 

, l r  

- VAC. I 
e 

M E R G T C ~ ~ ~ ; ) - ~ - - - - ~  T 
' cONDU:dJ BAND cg--.l C.6. d 

E G 
VALENCE 
B A N D  f- V &  YB. 

(a) ( b) (4 
h3.2. Classification of solids as photoemitters (a) poor photoemitters, (b) photoemims 
btbr than class (a), (c) very good photoemittev, 
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Therefore, only the electrolls with enexgy sliglitly abovc E,,, would b, 
exempted from electron-electron scattering. This type of ma.teiial 
he a belter photoemitter than. class (a )  but photoemission would llot be high, 
In type (c) material the E,, is very much largcr than the electron affirity E, 
such that once scatteld electrons with loss of ellergy of Eg have eefer8 
higher than E,. This would be the ideel material for photoemissio1?. ~h~~ 
requires that th.e bal?d gap of the matel'ial should not be vety highandfie 
electx40n affinity should be low, such th.at once scattered electro~s (el,eI.g 
loss 3 Eg) are able to be emitted. I t  is seen that these colldilions are 
fulfilled by the good photoemitters pi.csenlly developed. 

3. The electrons with elwrgy larger Lhar? the electron affinity have a 
good probability of escape from the surfacc. Tl1.c other cordition that ihe 
component of energy noi'mal to the surface should be higher than the election 

decreases [he probability of th.e cleetrom with energy very near 
t o  electron affi11.fty. They can be emitted only if  hey impinge on the 
surfa.ce a t  very small angles to thc n o i m ~ l .  Tlhe higher epergy electloni 
can be  emitted if their impingement angle is large. Thesc give ~ i z e  to the 
complexity of the escapc f u ~ c t i o ~ ~ s . ~ '  In simple models of photormisdon, 
however, the escape function is  take^ es a step f u n c t i o ~ . ~  

To d e r i ~ e  an expfcssion for quantum yield of a photoemitter, we can 
use the absorpt:on law as described by eq. (2) and 2lso combil-e rogctha 
the diffusion a d  escape process by using an escape function of the Eon '  

F,,, = Xe-gx (3) 

where X is the probability of an  electron reaching the surface to escape 
from it. The exponential form indicates the probability to reach the 
surface from a depth x in the material. g i s  not a constar~t but is dependent 
on the initial en.ergy of the electron. and a quantity l / g  is termed escape 
depth of thc electrons. 

If we coruider a thin film of photoemitter as usually most photocathodes 
are, and c0n.sid.e~ the light to  be incident fi,om the substr,ate side (semi- 
tramparent mode) then th.e quantum efficier.cy could be stated by the 
expression9 

Y(hv)  = 
(I  - R) Kp X e - K ~ d  [I - e-W-~~)d] 

Z-KT 
(4) 

dis the thickness of the film, KT is the total absorption coefkient and Kp is 
the contribution to it due to the transitions in  which the final states 4% 

above vacuum Level, 



~heoreiically, if the *iffitsion of the phoioge~?er~aied eleci~ons in the 
Solid is isotropic and tbcY arc not able to produce secondaries, the 
maximum quantum efficiency attainable could be 0 .5  el/photon. m i s  is 
because an electron gemrated very close to the surface has equlrl p~obabi- 
lity to escape lo vacuum and diffuse inside the volume. But if the photo- 
~~nerated electrons arc capable of producing secondaries the upper limit 
if quantum efficie17cy could. be enhamcd. However. the maximum quan- 
tum eBciency of various photocathodcs which have been uscd so far, in 
practical applicatiolls ranges from 0-01 to 0.4 electrons pcr photon. 

The photocathodes which are importalli from thc application point 
of view would now be discussed. 

Ag-0-Cs or (S-1) photocathode 

This was the first compound photocathode with good quantum efficiency. 
 he maximum quantum efficiency is about 0.01 el/photon. Though the 
quantum efficiency is poor compared to the photocathodes which have 
been subsequently developed, this photocathode has the longest cut off 
v*aveleliga in ihe infrared which is about 1.25 pm. The general usefubess 
of this cathode is limited because of its poor quantum efficiency in the visible 
regon and high thermionic emission (10-11- 10P3 A/cmZ). Mostly it is 
used for infrared imagc conversion and otlier applications as infrared 
detector. The spectral response of this and other photocathodes are 
illustrated in Fig 3. 

CS, Sb (S- 1 1) 

The Cs, Sb photocathode was the first high quantum efficiency material 
to be devcloped.12 The maximum quantum efficiency was about 0.15 el/ 
photon and the threshold was a t  600 nm. The thermionic emission from 
this photocathode was also very low (10-16A/cm3. This has been sur- 
passed by materials discovered later not only in quantum efficiency but 
also in threshold wavelength. Therefore, from technical point of view it 
can be considered obsolete. However, because of the simplicity of the 
manufacturing process resultii2.g in lower cost ,it is still widely used for appli- 
cations where optimization of performance is not important. 

B I - A g - 0 4 s  (S-10) 

This cathode was developed18 specifically for obtaining a spectral res- 
pnse app~oaching that of the eye f o ~  use in photoemissive camera tubes, 



400 800 1200 
WAVELENGTH-NANOMETER 

Nltravi0let-t-visible+----~ear Infrared - 
FIG. 3. Spectral response of ihc photocatf.oder 

This is still useful for color television. camera tubes like image orthicon. 
For other applications it is infcl-ior to other types of photocathodes 
because it has got 2 relatively higher thermionic emission (- lo-'' AIca') 
and lower peak quantum efficiency (- 0.08 eliph). 
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,,v low light levels, photon counting and scintillation counting where 
the radiation to be detected is in 400 nm region. 

This cathode has a spectral response very similar to K, Cs Sb with a 
longer threshold wavelength. This also has a high peak quantum efficiepcy 
(0.3 ellph). This is the only photocathode known iin. whrch the response 
throughout the visible region is obtained without the presence of Cs or Rb. 
The absence of Cs gives rise to the most important property of this photo- 
cathode, viz., its stability at higher ambient temperature. It can operate 
at an ambient temperature as high as 160" C whereas other photocathodes 
become unstable above 60" C. Therefore, it is used in detectors meant to 
work at higher temperatures. 

This is the only conventional photocathode which has both high 
peak quantum efficiencj throughout the visible range and useful response 
in the near infrared.16 The maximum quantum efficiency is about 0.3 el/ 
ph and the cut off ranges from 800-950 nm. This has got a low dark current 
(< 10-16A/cm3 also. This is used in most of the,preseut-day applications 
involving photocathodes. The disadvantage with this cathode is the complexity 
of the manufacturing process and therefore it is expensive.16 The dark 
current of this photocathode is higher than that of K, Cs Sb. 

It was well known that band bending takes place at the surface 1~ p 
type materials with n type of burface states. The possibility of obtaining 
large band bending such that the effective electron amity is reduced to zero 
or some negative values was realised and the first photocathode of this type 
with negative electron affinity was developed by Scheer and Van Laar.17 Thq 
obtained band bending by using p type GaAs single crystals with a surface 
layer of cesium. Better negative electron a a i t y  photocathodes were 
obtained by oxidising the cesium layer on the surface of GaAs.ls Later, 
the negative electron ami ty  has been established in a large number of 
materials like ~ilicon.,19~20 gallium phospbide" and the ternary and quater- 
nary compounds like (GaAQAs," Ga(As, Sb),aa In&, P)=, @, Ga, AS, 
PI," etc. All these materials have to be activated with cesium and oxygen 
to produce the required band bending at  tbe surface for negative electron 
mty (NEA). 
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It has been possible to obtain n quantum eEcieacy of about 0.4 
ellph and a threshold wavelength of about 1 pm. The band bendillg model 

with Cs,O layer oo p type GaAs i a  shown in Fig 4. 

FIG. 4. The hetero-junction model for band bending in GaAs with Cs,O on the surface. 

This is the heterojunction model to explain. the band bending. The 
Cs-0 layer on the surface is considered to have the characteristics of bulk 
n-type Cs,0.m-z8 The band profiles of the two materials adjust at the 

i, interface in such a manner as to satisfy equilibrium charge conditions. The 
result is an interfacial barrier that the bulk generated electrons might eitha 
overcome or tuanel through. Once in Cs,O they can be emitted as hot 
electrons over the small 0.4 to 0.6 ev positive electron a.ffin.ity barria of 
the .Cs,O. The effective electron affinity is negative. 

The negative electron affinity helps to  improve the quantum effiuW 
in two ways. Firstly all the electroos excited to conduction band in tlre bulk 
can be emitted as photoelectrons unlike in positive electron amity emim 
where the electron excited to states below the vacuum level cannot esw. 
Secondly in. positive: electron affinity photoemitters the ekctrons wbichm 
emitted are hot electrons, having much higher energy than an electron tberm 
lised at the bottom of the conduction band. Because #ere is a cpntinm 
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of lower available energy levels the hot electron can lose er~ergy quickly 
tbrougb interactions with lattice optical p h o n o a ~ ~ " ~ ~ .  The hot electron 
lifetime bcfore it is thermalised is typically about 10-IS secs. This means 
that the photogencrated electroll should reach the surface withthin this time 
in order to escape. On the otlm band, the tlermalired electroms at the 
bottom of the condvction bmd (withk a few kT abovc the m i ~ i m m  of 
theband) have a lifetime ranging from lO-'"to 10- secs in 111-V compou~~ds 
and may be as lovg as secs ill silicon.. Thus they cam diffuse from a 
much larger depth to the surfacc alld consequel~tly be emitted. Thercfove 
the escape depth of phmtoelectrons in NEA emitters is about 1 pln or higher 
compared to about few tens of am for the col?ventional photoemitteIs. 

Though very high quantum efficiency and extended range of response 
have been obtained fi'omNEA~photocathodes the practical applications have 
so far not been ve-ty encoui-aging. This is bkcause in applications Eke 
those in imaging devices, etc., the usc is required in tr2mlnission mode which 
is rather dacul t  with NEA materials. For use in transmiasion mode the 
single crystal has to be grown on a transparent substt-ate. Epilaxial growth 
of 111-V single crystals has been possible on sapphire and spinel but the 
quantum efficiency in the imnsmission mode of operation is much poorer 
than in thc reflection mode. Secondly, for using electron lenses for focusing 
of electron image the photocathode should bc curved. To deposit sbgle 
crystal films on cu~ved substrates appears to be mfficult at  this stage. 
Therefore the only type of imaging device using NEA photoemitter could 
be proximity focused with a flat input photocathode. This has been 
attempted in developme~tal t u b c ~ . ~ l .  " As photodiodes NEA cathodes 
with long threshold wavelei~gth up to a:maximum of 1 .1 prn (Inx Ga, AS) 
with low dark current (- lO-l%/crn" are used for Raman Spectroscopy33, 
for detection of Nd-YAG laser radiation at 1-06 p16, etc. 

5. PREPARATION TECHNIQUES 
The conventional positive electroll affinity photocathodes are prepared 

by techniques wxch, are similar for diffeient materials despite their differ- 
ences in chemical composition. The different metals comprising the 
Photocathodes are reacted at  differellt temperatures in carefully controlled 
fashion to obtain the compo.und of the desired composilion. Tne chemical 
reactions are carried out contalninatjol~ free hi& vacuum, the pressures 
being torr and lowel,. The pure metals are generated in situ from some 

comp01,n.d~ or evaporated from some beads. For gelleralion of 
metals like cesium, sodium, potassium, etc., the cfirornates or dichro- 

mates of the respectiye metals are lnixed with some rcducing agents and 



filled iu nickel tubes.* These tubes are heated20 generate controlled quanti. 
ties of the metals. Antimony is generated from antimony beads formed 
on platinum clad molybdenum wires. Oxygen is generated by heating 
potassium chlorate or manganese oxide and where a very controlled 
ration of oxygen is required in UWV as in the case of MEA cathode, a UHV 
leak valve is used. The source of oxygen to feed the input of the leak valve 
is obtained by permeatio~l of oxygen through silver foil.3" 

To illustra.le, the conventional Processing technique of a photocaffide 
will bc described. To process other photocathodes the temperature 
activation and the materials would be different. The technique described8 
is for processing multialkali photocathode which is the most complex and 
difficult. To start with, a base layer of antimony is evaporated the thick. 
ness or which corresponds to a loss of bansmission. of 457Q, This autjmoq 
layer is activated with potassium vapour at a temperature of 185°C. ~h 
photosensitivity starts rising when the Sb layer is activated and after a pc& 
sensitivity is reached potassium is cut off. The resulting film is activated 
with sodium at 220°C a~id then With potassium and antimony alte~nately. 
Finally the fdm is activated with cesium and antimony at 160' C and the  
photocathode is completed. Fig. 5 shows &e different steps of photo- 
cathode processing and how photose~lsitivity varies during this period. There 
are variations of this processing tech~:ique and recently a method of prepa. 
ration for a few alkali alltimorlide photocathodes has been de~eloped~~s~ 
which i a  more advantageous from device application poiilt of view and gives 
higher sensitivity. 

The preparation of NEA photocathode involves preparation of a good 
epitaxial single crystal at the surface which is prepared by liquid or vapaur 
phase e p i t a ~ y . ~ ~ ,  3Vmperfectiou-s in the crystal can reduce the diffusion 
length of the electrons a ~ d  thus reduce the large escape depth which is 
the reason for 2s high efficiency. After preparing the single crystal the 
wafer is mounted in the photodiode and the surface is cleaned by 
tive heating or electron bombardmex~t to near the decomposition tempe- 
rature (e.g., 675" C for GaAs). Then it is activated by Cs and 0 2  alter- 
nately at room tempera t~re~~ to a point such that the sensitivity does not 
increase further. For activation, usually a base pressure below I x lp 
torr is needed. 

There are other meatls by which photoemission from phoi'Jemi'f" 
can be enhanced. Methods uskg interference, grating tuning and 
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Fic.5. The processing sequence of a multialkali photocathode. 

Eeld lowering of surface barrier have been used to achieve higher photo- 
emission. These methods will be described briefly. 

1. Interfereme photo cathodes 

It is well h o w n  that, if the absorption of light can be increased in the 
photoemissive msterial witbin the depth of the attenuation of electrons then 
the photosensitivity can be enhanced. In interference 
this is done by usin.g some dielectric films between the substrate and the 
Photocathode so that the reflection from the composite system is mini- 
mised and the absorption is increased. 

In the case of trnsmisaive interfe~ence cathode, usually two layers 
of dielectric arc used to satisfy ~e amplitude and the phase condition 
(Fig. 61, e.g., 

Amplitude condition 734 -Y21 

Phase condition n, t, -I- n, t, 4- na t g  ,412- 



Fm.6. Arrangement of the adapting 61ms in a two layer intcrfercucc photocathode. 

FIa.7. Reflectance (a), yhotoc~~rreut  (b) rnd gain (c) of a second oldel TIC with cesium 
antimony film versus wavelengtr,. 

These conditions being satisfied, the decrease in reflectance and cons& 
quent increase in photocurrent can be seen in Fig. 7. This was obtained 
with cesium antimoaide pboiocathode with SiO, as phase adapting and 
TiO, as amplitude adapting film.43 Simdlar enhan.cement has been obtained 
for other types of photocatb.odes also.42 

There are other modes in which interference pb.otocathodes can be 
used like reflective interference cathodes (RIG) and toially reflective inter- 
ference photocath.odes (TRTC). The most impmtmt advantage With inter- 
ference photocathodes is that the peak position of the photorespol7se can 
be tailored by bdving an appropriate W~ickncss of the dielectric layer. 



~t was observed that by r e s o l ~ m t  excitation of surface waves or surfac.: 
plasmns an enhancement of photoemission was obhi~d.41.47 l-his 
prjnciple was ~ t i l i s e d ~ ~  Tor obtaining a~b.ancrment of photoemissiol~ from 
~ ~ - 0 - e ~  photoca.tli.odcs by depositing this on a gratirg bubstrate having 
discontinuities in the 10-30 J'm l'angc. The pci.iodicity of the grating was 
!390nm and thc resonant co~lpling was seen to  occur at  normal incidence 
for the somewhat lower frequency characteristic of 930 llln free wale 
length as call be seen from Fig. 8. The c~lhalm%nerzts for other angles 
of incidence are sbown and compared with the photocathode deposited on 
amooth substrate. This method of tunable enhancement of quar turn 
efficiency would be useful in dctcciion of li'ser radiation. 
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Fro.8. Quantum elfciency of a grating tuned S-1 photocathode. The quantum cfficiencY 
vs. wavelength is shown for p-polarized light at normal and other angles of incidence. 

3. High field enhancement of photoertzission 

The rpplication of high clcctric field is blown to ircrease the photscmis- 
sioll by lowering the ' u r f ~ c e  barrier for the photoexcited e l c ~ t r o n s . ~ ~ - ~  A 
large enhancement of photosens:tivity rcsultizg in  a r  ir.cl.casc of while light 
sensitivity from 235 pa/lm . to 500 La/lm has been observed for multialkeli 
~@ocathode." An ,enhancement in quantum efficie~cy by as i n ~ ~ c h  as 
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as a factox of six has been I'epOJ kdsO a t  the long wavelength pllotoemrsaion. 
This advantage cannot be fully utilised in d . ~ .  applications because of 
a consequent increaae in dark current. However, for pulsed applicat;ons 
ljke detecdon of pulsed laser, etc., this gain Can be effectively utjliaed. F ,~ ,  9 
illustrates how photoemissioil enhancement takes place for multialkall 

Gain 

3.0 

lncrdent Wavelength X nm ' 

FlC4.9. The quantum efficiency gain curve for anextended red muhialkali ptotccztho& 
having a whiie light sensitivity of 235 pa/Im. 

7. SOME RECENT TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OP PHOTOBMISSM 
MATERIALS 

In recent years some pew concepts have been introduced and research 
is continuing in those fields. For example work was con~inuing on pho* 
sensitive field emisaion fiom silicon point arrays a t  Westinghouse 
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labs:s-65 Surface of silicon is etched by photolithography to produce a 
number of sharp edges which gives good photocurrent on illumination 
under electric field. But the dark current is too high for use of these photo- 
emitters in practice 2nd till now no satisfactory solution has been found. 

work on transferred electron photoemission from InPSQnd from 
Inp/In GaAs/InPS7 type of structures is being tried at  Varian Associates. 
Band bending a t  the surface is achieved by the action of electric field by 
which the photoelectrons generated in the volume are transferred to the bent 
band region from where they can. energetically escape. Some improve- 
ment in quantum efficiency on biasing has been reported. 

A similar principle is utilised on a double hetero-junction type of devices8 
which is biased to obtain higher photoemission. The future of these types 
of photocathodes would depend on how much photoemission improvement 
can be achieved and also, how expensiv: they would be, as these involve 
several of the techniques of microelectronics. Probably, for quite some 
more time, the suplemacy of the conventional photocathodes like bialkali 
and multialkali, etc., would remain unchallenged for device applications. 

Experimental work on conventional photoemissive materials is being 
carried out at Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. In this laboratory start- 
ing from Ag-O-Cs pho to~a thode~~  almost all the extensively used photo- 
cathodes have been prepared. Improved processing techniques have been 
developed for processing of alkali antimonide and Ag-0-Cs photo- 
cathode~.~~, 6O Detailed investigations have been carried out into the various 
aspects of processi~g of various photocathodes and other physical 
parameters.6+66.% Work i, also being continued i~z the field of negative 
electron affinity and interference phot~cathodes .~~ 

The development of the photoemissive materials from the discove~y 
of k -0 -Cs  photocathode to the presellt day is reviewed. 

Most notable of the materials which were developed were Ag-0-Cs, 
C d b ,  Na, K Sb(Ca), K, Cs Sb and NEA materials. The NEA materials, 
however, have so far not been able to replace the conventional photo- 
cathodes for device applications. Attempts are in progress to develop 
other types of photoemitters based on the principle of transferred electrofi 
effect, etc., and a t  the same time to improve on the efficiency of the convew- 
tional photoemitters, particularly of Na, K Sb(Cs). The research on 
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